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San Diego State University Kumeyaay
Land Acknowledgment
by Michael Miskwish - Kumeyaay

San Diego State University is located
on the traditional territory of the indigenous Kumeyaay Nation, which territory
extends across the recent human-made,

national-territorial borders of the corporate entities currently referred to as the
United States of America and Mexico.
San Diego State University stands
upon a land that carries the footsteps of
millennia of Kumeyaay people. They are

DECOLONIZING NOV. 2019

a people whose traditional lifeways intertwine with a worldview of earth and sky
in a community of living beings. This
land is part of a relationship that has
nourished, healed, protected and
embraced the Kumeyaay people to the
present day. It is part of a world view
founded in the harmony of the cycles of
the sky and balance in the forces of life.
SEE Native Host Lands, page 3

Contemporary Tribal Law & Restorative
Justice
San Diego State University is the oldest university in San Diego and the third
oldest in the California State University
system. Each year since its establishment
in 1897, new students, faculty, and staff
step on to the campus for the first time.
SDSU becomes a second home for them.
SEE Genocide, page 3

SEE Joe Renteria, page 2

by Gabrielle Peñaranda

Anthony R. Pico PhD Viejas Band of Kumeyaay
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Joe
Renteria of
Cherokee
Nation
celebrated
his 102nd
birthday
on July
17, 2019,
coinciding
with the
Elders Gathering held at SDSU Scripps
Cottage to honor Tribal Elders’ voices in
the planning of the California Genocide
Conference. As an honored community
elder, veteran and retired photographer
for SDSU, Joe’s presence at this event
brought full circle his legacy both in
community and the university.
Born in Emporia, Kansas, Joe’s life
had a difficult beginning. Coming from
People wrought with historical trauma,
including the making their way to
Kansas on the infamous Trail of Tears,
Joe ended up in a Catholic orphanage at
around six years old. Bullied continually
for being Indian, and with the Head
Nun “turning a blind eye” to the abuse
Joe endured at the hands of another
youth, Joe often had to defend himself
physically and was eventually expelled
after a fight he won. From there he was
sent to a State Orphanage, which was
more of a work farm where Joe says
“they didn’t treat me very well.”
By age 10, Joe ran away from this
institution to make his way in the world
on his own. This was during the era of
the Great Depression, a time when many
people made a life of “riding the rails”
and Joe describes life as a “Hobo” as the
first time he felt a sense of community

SDSU Conference: the Genocide
of California Indians
San Diego State University (SDSU)
will host the California Genocide
Conference this November. The conference is a collaborative effort between
SDSU’s Institute for Ethics and Public
Affairs and the Southern California
Warrior Spirit Family. The four-day conference will begin on Thursday
November 21 and end on Sunday,
November 24. More than 37 speakers
and performers are scheduled to participate. Local speakers and honored guests
from as far away as Canada are scheduled to attend. The keynote address will
be delivered by Dr. Anthony R. Pico, former chairman of the Viejas Band of the
Kumeyaay Indians.
According to the conference website,
the California Genocide Conference has
three main goals: To educate the San
Diego community and, in particular, the
SDSU community about the history of
the genocide of the First Peoples of
California (with specific emphasis on the
Indigenous communities in the San
Diego region); to honor and celebrate
the glory and resilience of the surviving
members of the First Peoples of
California; and to promote healing and
better relations between members of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples
in California.
The conference will include events
ranging from panel sessions to a documentary film festival, musical performances, and theatrical productions. In
addition to discussion on the California
Genocide, some conference topics
include: the Violence Against Women
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Joe Renteria
Continued from page 1

and belonging, gaining companionship,
guidance and acceptance.
Joe shares amazing stories of himself
as a child capable of deep observation
and resilience, learning that “people
were kind.” He went to work for
Ringling Brothers and Barnum Bailey
Circus, where after a time of hard, physical labor, he learned to walk on stilts
and became part of the opening parade.
As the circus moved on to Florida, Joe
decided he had had enough of that life,
and ended up at the doors of Father
Flanagan’s infamous Boys Town in

Nebraska, where his life was forever
changed. “Father Flanagan saw me outside. He put his hand on my shoulder
and said ‘you know I can make you go
into the church service, but I won’t. I
would appreciate it if you would go in
and set an example for the other boys.’
Appreciate it he said, no one had ever
said they would appreciate me, and I
went in.” This became Joe’s motto for the
remainder of his life, offering those same
words to every youth, every person he
has met along the way.
Joe joined the Army at age 19 and
became a Machine Gunner where he was
in charge of the mule that hauled the
Machine Gun and ammunition for the

outfit, and later joined the Navy. Joe
shares many stories of bullying and
abuse in both branches of the service as
a Native American soldier, but he also
shares that “I was made to work harder
than everyone else, so I got better at my
jobs than anyone else.” With continued
resilience and passion to learn everything he could, Joe made his way up to
serving during World War II as a Navy
Aviation Photographer.
During World War II, Joe served
under Admiral Halsey in Noumea, New
Caledonia. He was not present at the
bombing of Pearl Harbor but he had
been stationed there only a couple of
months earlier and, after photography
school in Florida, he returned to Pearl
Harbor and assisted with cleanup before
he was transferred into service as
Admiral Halsey’s staff photographer. Joe
did photo reconnaissance during the
war, in particular around Guadalcanal.
He spent many hours hanging his camera out of the plane canopy taking pictures of the different installations, sometimes having to swim to shore from a
sub to take land photos. Joe’s request to
learn color photography was denied by
the Navy so he took leave and paid out
of pocket to attend school in Topeka,
Kansas. After training he returned to his
position and then initiated the use of
color photography and motion picture
film for the Navy on the West Coast and
designed the color lab for them, always
an innovator.

After 17 years in the Navy, Joe retired
from the military and became the head
of the San Diego State University photography department for over 33 years.
Joe designed the photo lab at SDSU and
it became the biggest photo lab in the
state at the time. The most historical
photographs this university possesses,
including those of President John F.
Kennedy’s Commencement address were
taken through the unique vision and
lens of Mr. Joe Renteria. Joe’s work will
be celebrated in his honoring by SDSU
at the November California Genocide
Conference.
For most these accomplishments
would be enough for a lifetime, but Joe
has never had any intention of slowing
down. Upon his retirement from SDSU,
he became closely involved with local
Native American tribes and Chaired the
Board of the Indian Human Resource
Center for 15 years, co-founded and was
on the Board of the San Diego American
Indian Health Center for 10 years and
the Indian Child Services committee for
5 years. He remains an active advisor
and advocate for American Indian organizations and issues. Joe has endless stories including how he met his wife Jill
who passed away at 103 years of age
after 71 years of marriage. He continues
to travel to Pow Wows, celebrations and
ceremonies all over southern California.
We hope you will be honored, as we are,
with the tremendous gift of meeting and
learning from Mr. Joe Renteria!
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Genocide
Continued from page 1

Rarely have SDSU community members
learned that their second home was and
remains the home of the Kumeyaay people, one of the First Peoples of California
who have lived here for over ten thousand years.
The Arts and Letters building on the
north side of campus offers a rich view
of the rolling hills and valleys that have
always been the Kumeyaay ancestral
lands. According to the website of the
Viejas Band of Kumeyaay Indians, the
Kumeyaay were forced off their ancestral
lands starting in 1769 with the Spanish
invasion. Most of Kumeyaay lands were
taken into private ownership or made
U.S. government holdings. SDSU formally acknowledges the Kumeyaay people’s
stewardship of land on which the university has rested since 1897 and that
the Kumeyaay had their land stolen from
them.
On Tuesday Sept. 3, the SDSU
University Senate passed the Kumeyaay
Land Acknowledgment. To commemorate and remember the history of the
ancestral land of the Kumeyaay people,
an abbreviated version of the Land
Acknowledgement states:
“For millennia, the Kumeyaay people
have been a part of this land. This land
has nourished, healed, protected and
embraced them for many generations in
a relationship of balance and harmony.
As members of the San Diego State community we acknowledge this legacy. We
promote this balance and harmony. We
find inspiration from this land; the land
of the Kumeyaay.”
SDSU stands out among the universities because it is the first university in
San Diego to host a conference focused
on the genocide of Indigenous Peoples.
In addition to raising awareness about
the hard truths of genocide, the conference will also focus on healing from the
historical, intergenerational, and childhood trauma associated with genocide.
Between each of the various sessions
addressing genocide, there will be fifteen
minute healing sessions. The healing sessions will employ traditional healing
practices and indigenous wisdom.
Storytelling, poetry, dance, and song will

be shared. Tamara Strohauer, one of the
organizers of the conference and a lecturer at the SDSU School of Social Work,
stressed the importance of healing now.
“The ongoing issues in the [Native]
community from historical trauma all
stem from the history and the genocide,”
said Strohauer, who is also a member of
the Southern California Warrior Spirit
Family. “Having professors, academics,
students, everyone on this campus learn
the history of the people whose land
we’re on is imperative to moving forward.”
Dr. Mark Wheeler is philosophy professor at SDSU and director of the
Institute for Ethics and Public Affairs.
Wheeler and Strohauer have been working since last year to plan and promote
the conference to potential attendees and
participants.
The timing of the conference is significant as 2019 marks the 250th anniversary of the founding of the City of San
Diego.
“I learned that there was going to be
a 250th anniversary celebration of the
founding of the City of San Diego,” said
Wheeler. “This celebration was not going
to highlight and make prominent the
crimes and the vicious actions perpetrated by settler-colonists on the First
Peoples of California and in the San
Diego region in particular.”
The conference comes at the heels of
another momentous recognition of past
harms to American Indians. On June 18,
Governor Newsom signed into effect
Executive Order N-15-19, a formal apology for the wrongdoings done by State
of California to Indigenous Peoples.
According to the Office of the Governor,
this is the first time that a state has taken
action to correct historical wrongdoing
through an executive order mandate.
The Office of the Governor has been
contacted about the conference and will
send its Tribal Advisor. The executive
order also mandated a Truth and Healing
Council that will report on the processes
the government takes to repair past
harm.
Organizers and participants of the
Native Truth and Healing California
Genocide Conference hope that further
steps will bet taken to reconcile
California’s past with its present. In addi-

tion to statewide measures, some conference participants, including Professor of
American Indian Studies, Margaret Field,
hopes that administrative changes will
occur at SDSU. Field’s wish is that
teacher credential students will be
required to take an American Indian
Studies at SDSU.
K-12 teachers are required to teach
American Indian studies in history and
social science classes, but according to
Field, teacher credential students are not
required to take a course on this particular subject area. “How can they teach
what they don’t know?” Field asked.
Field says that most students coming
out of high school who take an introductory course in AIS are surprised to learn
most of the details about the Indigenous
history of California, which might be
indication that the content standards
have been neglected. SDSU aims to remedy this by encouraging students of all
backgrounds from all over San Diego to
attend the conference.
The conference this November is one
of five conferences in a Native Truth and
Healing series of conferences that will
take place over the course of the next
five years at SDSU.
The future features prominently in the
conference, specifically future generations of American Indians. Both
Strohauer and Wheeler have emphasized
the importance protecting and empowering Native Youth. According to Oletha
Leo, of the Viejas Band of Kumeyaay
Nation and one of the co-chairs of the
California Genocide Conference, “Youth
empowerment and community are the
epicenter of our future; within youth we
see our future ancestors.”
Genocide is often viewed in a historical perspective, as something that has
happened in the past. But genocide also
includes the destruction of culture, language and tradition—harms that
Indigenous people have experienced and
continue to experience. Ultimately, the
Native Truth and Healing Genocide
Conference will offer a bridge between
what the San Diego community considers to be the full history of California
and the violent truths that California
Indians can add to this narrative.

Native Host Lands
Continued from page 1

For the Kumeyaay, red and black represent the balance of those forces that provide for harmony within our bodies as
well as the world around us.
As students, faculty, staff and alumni
of San Diego State University we

Southern California
Warrior Spirit Family
Joins SDSU in
California Genocide
Conference
by Tamara L. Strohauer & Oletha Leo

Southern California Warrior Spirit
Theme: Dedicated to the universal healing and resilience of Kumeyaay Nation,
California Tribes, and all Native
Americans who have experienced historical trauma, and are seeking to love, to
be loved, to contribute, to be happy and
free from suffering
In the fall of 2018, a national trauma
conference, “Calling upon the Warrior
Spirit to Heal Historical Trauma
Conference and Ceremony” was hosted
by Viejas Band of Kumeyaay Nation,
building capacity of Mr. Kenneth G.
White’s (Dine) first Warrior Spirit
Conference held in Sacaton, Arizona in
April of 2018. This three-day conference
and ceremony on Kumeyaay Land
brought together myriad Tribal Nations,
allies, collaborative community partners,
community volunteers, youth from both
community and SDSU’S NASA and
Elymaash Yuchaap Native Scholars, elders & Tribal leaders. Generous sponsorship by Tribal Governments of Viejas,
Barona, Sycuan, San Pasqual, Pala, San
Manuel and Morongo, along with
encouragement from all tribal nations
and urban communities enabled a small
team of planners and spiritual leaders to
create a space for engagement about historical and childhood trauma and healing through Indigenous wisdom and traditional ceremony. The result was a
unique conference approach weaving
together tradition with special, inspirational, uplifting, heartfelt narratives
shared by community alongside both
western and traditional practitioners,
scholars and Dr. Vincent Felitti, CoPrincipal Investigator of the Adverse
Childhood Experiences study (ACEs). In
answering a “Call to Action” at the end
of the 2018 Warrior Spirit Conference
SEE Warrior Spirit, page 4

acknowledge this legacy from the
Kumeyaay. We promote this balance in
life as we pursue our goals of knowledge
and understanding. We find inspiration
in the Kumeyaay spirit to open our
minds and hearts. It is the legacy of the
red and black. It is the land of the
Kumeyaay.
Eyay e’Hunn My heart is good.

Visit our Website: www.IndianVoices.net
for more news and updates
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CALIFORNIA GENOCIDE CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
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Warrior Spirit
Continued from page 3

and Ceremony, we sought community
input and guidance in momentum and
movement. A collective response to
honor connection in areas of expertise,
interest, passion, time; healing &
resiliency through ancestral wisdom cultural traditions, healing through talking circles, art, poetry, sewing, Bird
Singing, Bird Dancing, being in nature,
caring for our land, Indigenous Youth
Leadership, Indigenous ways of data collection to measure and show for our
future generations, Two-Spirit representation, and incorporating traditional
healing in systems of mental/health care,
sharing our community resilience, and
cultivating compassion. Our work has
continued with engagement with Native
youth creating “Youth Matter!” a group
of local youth who participated in
Warrior Spirit events. Along with nurturing community relationships, our
youth and planning team are also
engaged with high level officials in government, mental health, child welfare,
law enforcement and probation along
with global movements to foster healing.
The Southern California Warrior
Spirit Family was approached by SDSU
shortly after our event to collaborate on
the planning of the 2019 California
Genocide Conference. The team agreed
that this historical conference was a natural next step to the ongoing work and
vision among Dr. Anthony R. Pico and
Oletha Leo of Viejas Band of Kumeyaay
Nation and planning team allies Tamara

Shirley Murphy, President
Taspan Consulting
5457 Sycuan Rd.
El Cajon,CA
619-994-5796
www.taspan.org
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Nation)
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Newsom and Executive Secretary of the Native
American Heritage Commission)

Northern California
Dr. Randy Reinholz (Choctaw) Puppet Theater “Lying
With Badgers”
Isabella Madrigal (Cahuilla Band of Indians) “Menil
and Her Heart”

Films
Native America
Gold, Greed, and Genocide
Tribal Justice followed by a panel discussion with
Honorable Judges Abby Abinanti (Yurok) and
Claudette White (Quechan)

Music
Tracy Lee Nelson (La Jolla Band of Luiseno Indians)
and Blest One (Dine of Navajo Nation)

Theater
“Undamming History” Through Performance: How an
Inter-tribal Partnership’s Theatrical Production
Promotes Truth and Reconciliation in Rural

Full conference schedule and registration details, visit:
sdsu.edu/nativetruthandhealing

A variety of healing sessions take place throughout the
conference.

Strohauer and Dana Brown, in collaboration with Mr. Kenneth G. White, Jr. of
Navajo Nation. As co-chairs of the
California Genocide Conference, along
with Dr. Mark Wheeler of SDSU, Leo
and Strohauer have sought to include
the voices of our Native communities
and Warrior Spirit in this event.
When asked why he chose to be
involved in the conference, Dr. Anthony
R. Pico, retired Chairman of Viejas Band
of Kumeyaay Nation, Chair of the 2018
Warrior Spirit event, and the California
Genocide Conference Keynote speaker
stated, “My first reason for being
involved is I want to help our people
overcome the colonizing effect that
brought on the horrors of Historical
Trauma through decolonizing and by
being more aware of our values before
contact; values that are universal to our
people such as harmony, respect, generosity, kindness, good will, honesty, and
we are our brother and sister’s keepers.
The opposite of these values are colonial, as the oppressed have taken on the
identity of the oppressors. Historical
Trauma has morphed into childhood
trauma carried to us generation after
generation known as intergenerational
trauma. This childhood trauma has
caused our Native people to die 30 to
40 years before our time. The suffering
that precedes this death is unbearable.
In order for us to heal, the truth must
be told by us and contemporary historians who have been uncovering what
Indigenous people have been saying for
hundreds of years. There was a genocide committed not only identified by

murder but theft of land and resources,
loss of our government, language, judicial systems, medicine practices, forced
assimilation into white societies. EuroCentrism produced government and
Christian boarding schools where our
identities were stripped from us and we
were denied to be our true authentic
selves. My final reason for getting
involved is to set the tone for this conference. Contemporary non-Indians are
not responsible for the atrocities of the
past. We are not responsible for the
actions of others, but we are all responsible for educating ourselves and causing
a more just world for everyone.”
It is with honor and greatest respect
that our Southern California Warrior
Spirit Family has committed our vision
and prayers to this historical event.

ALAN LECHUSZA AQUALLO

Elke W. Chenevey

Black Phone Records
Native Scholar Performer
Composer Phd
(Luiseno/Maidu)
Advocate for Native Youth
and Scholarships
alan@blackphonerecords.com

For advertising opportunities contact:

BLACKROSE COMMUNICATIONS
Email: rdavis4973@aol.com
Website: www.IndianVoices.net

(619) 534-2435
(619) 234-4753

“Someone was hurt before you,
wronged before you, hungry before you,
frightened before you, beaten before
you, humiliated before you, raped
before you … yet, someone survived …
You can do anything you choose to do.”

– Maya Angelou

Vice President
Financial Advisor

619/699-3707 (office)
619/758-3619 (fax)
NMLS #637220

Welcome to Ethnic
Media Services!
Ethnic Media Services·Tuesday,
June 4, 2019·
Ethnic Media Services (EMS), a consortium of over 2,000 ethnic media outlets nationwide. EMS launched in 2018
to continue the critical work of engaging
immigrant and minority communities
through ethnic media. EMS' launch
came shortly after the closure of New
America Media (NAM) in Nov. 2017.
Since then, we at EMS have been continuing to work with our partners in
ethnic media to produce important and
informative content, to raise critical
issues, and to be champions of this
important media sector. For questions
or to contact EMS, email us at info@ethnicmediaservices.org

Idle No More
AIWA- AMERICAN
INDIAN
WARRIORS
ASSOCIATION
All Military
Veterans Welcome.
William Buchanan, President
Call: 1-858-243-8715 cell

AALEMAN & ASSOCIATES
Henry Mendibles Associate

220 Sage Road
El Cajon, CA 92012
Email treefuzz@cox.net
619-593-1754
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“A Way. Away.”
by Raelynn Bichitty,
San Diego State University

We hate the way it hurts
To love. To feel.
And to go through the motions
As if tears poured down harder than rain
And Heavier than oceans
So much, it moved us to the next world.
Because No amount of love or affection
Could move our mountains of protection
To keep you from feeling pain
or learning what it’s like...
To suffer from depression
And endless crying nights.
Looking back,
I doubt my first words
Were “dada” or “mama”.
Because that’s a pre-constructed narrative
Not meant for me. Instead,
I was Raised by my siblings that took the hit and
Felt the trauma
that even today
I know they can’t quite fix.
But, It isn’t their responsibility.
It must have hurt then.
To love and feel.
To go through life asking creator why it had to be
this way?
Fixating on the intricacies of life that nobody can
explain.
Because you walk the Red Road each day and
continue to pray.
It’s for reasons like that...
I hate the way I don’t understand, and still never
do
That for as long as we’ve lived, This is what we’ve
learned:
It’s okay to lay your hands on a child.
It’s okay to beat a womxn, to kill a baby, to ravage a body.
And when they’ve managed to survive
their story is skewed.
With a perpetrator leering at what’s left,
Laughing at the glory of their undignified life,
And the misery of what’s still present.
Many would say, “it could’ve been worse”
Because, you survived.
And yet, it hurts.
To be quite honest,
I hate the way it feels to feel.
Inevitable. Injustice. In oppression.
I can’t even fathom losing the love of your life
Object, Person, or Desire or Light
The way it stings with a slither of regret,
Not being able to concentrate,
Playing it over, and over, and over.
The moment they couldn’t take it anymore.

And instead creating a slight
separation that accommodates
an inclination to isolate yourself...
I wanna know more, but only
about love and never about
loss.
Because our parents suffered
too
Their romance that once bloomed
was cut by a deep thread, Knotted in the past,
Tied to Beautiful Masks
That jaded these scars. Their love bled too.
And I’m sure somewhere down the line
Our ancestors asked for a love so true
They probably said We didn’t deserve to feel the
cycle because
that was
what they went through.
But here we are, crying, our tears fresh and new.
One day our kids may say the same.

Elders Luncheon Kicks off
Historic Conference
San Diego Institute for Ethics and
Public Affairs in partnership with
Southern California Warrior Spirit
welcomed honored community elders.
by Gwendale Cooper

Responding to a letter from Dr.
Anthony R. Pico, inviting them to meet
and come together, Elders from all over
San Diego County responded, many
traveling from their reservation for the
first time in recent memory.

SDSU American Indian Studies energy
was evident everywhere. Magaret Fields
watchful eye was on duty. Ozzie Monge
was a first class maitre d’. Stan
Rodriguez was in usual overdrive dealing
with the campus partners and community planning team.
Technology blended in with storytelling time when David Camper distributed handheld microphones to the
group with the invitation to share words.
Gradually the open Open Mike Session
“You Talk We Listen” became animated.

I can hear it. I can hear their past and likewise
mine too
Whisper to their souls
“I miss you. I do”.
Looking in the mirror
saying, “I feel pain Just like you.”
So, Don’t ask me to accept your apology
I love you and even though you don’t deserve it,
It’s there, in your hands. Never let it go.
So please don’t cut your wrists. Please put down
the lights.
Not because it might dirty the acceptance.
But because I love you. I love you.
And I hope to hear it back.
Even though I hate to feel. To love.
Just know what I said before, I didn’t mean it.
Because I really really love you.
I’ve never said I hate you, so please don’t think
that.
As a matter of fact, It’s because of what we feel
that our legacy resides in neverending fires.
Tied by tsiiyéél and taking down empires
That is what our people require
To feel. And To love. Not just each other, but
what’s deep inside.
And one day when we have our own children too
They will wonder…
And when they ask how to end wars
Tell them how to walk the red road…
To Pray for the best. They’ll learn much more.
That their knowledge transcends beyond a library
of beings.
Because they are a part of us. And we are a part
of them.
Tell them to feel.
That their expectations shouldn’t matter more
than their own happiness.
And that they carry more medicine than my dress
could ever encompass.
Tell them everything I could never tell myself.

.ATIVE !MERICAN !RTIST
42 7HITEFOX
+IOWA 4RIBE OF /KLAHOMA

Artwork by Johnny Contreras

The Grounds of SDSU Scripps
Cottage, on the land of the Great
Kumeyaay Nation, was an appropriate
setting for this spiritual and cultural
summit.
A formal Land Acknowledgement by
the SDSU Senate - created by Michael
Miskwish and fellows was in the works
and ultimately passed on Sept. 3rd.
The Luncheon was a step back into
time with an Opening Blessing George
Prieto, Sycuan Band of Kumeyaay
Nation, Bird Songs by Honorable Paul
Cuero, Campo Band Kumeyaay Nation
and Wiley Elliot, Campo Band.
An Elders Address included Anthony
R. Pico and President Adela de la Torre,
Ph. D, SDSU.

MASPAZ AQUAPONICS
Aquaponics and Natural Gardening Solutions

Design, installation and
maintenance for gardens and
aquaponic systems

  
%MAIL REDROXWHITEFOX YAHOOCOM
2OLL .UMBER

+/

Personal stories were shared. The agony
of being forced to walk in two worlds
was an underlying, moving theme.
Tears and laughter brought the group
together as relatives. Soon folks became
Menyawarra (Kumeyaay for Hungry) as
the aroma of a traditional Kumeyaay five
course meal being prepared wafted
through the air. Soon volunteer waiters
began to bring a spread which included
Hemel (forage salad) Shawii ( acorn
mush) Kwak Nyehay (deer meat stew)
Butternut Squash with agave and cinnamon were among the delights
All in all the afternoon was a healing
caucus that set the foundation and tone
for a restorative and spiritual conference
to come.

Alastair Running Bear
(760)421-4887
www.maspazaquaponics.com
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Maroon
Communities
In the New World, as early as 1512,
enslaved Africans escaped from Spanish
captors and either joined indigenous
peoples or eked out a living on their
own.[9] Sir Francis Drake enlisted several cimarrones during his raids on the
Spanish.[10] As early as 1655, escaped
Africans had formed their own communities in inland Jamaica, and by the 18th
century, Nanny Town and other villages
began to fight for independent recognition.
When runaway Blacks and
Amerindians banded together and subsisted independently they were called
Maroons. On the Caribbean islands,
they formed bands and on some islands,
armed camps. Maroon communities
faced great odds against their surviving

Freedom
Fighting
Maroons of the
Western
Hemisphere
Congratulations to Phil Fixico of the
Los Angeles Buffalo Soldiers. He made
history this year in April at the U.N. by
attending the United Nations permanent
forum on indigenous issues as a delegate
representing the “freedom fighting
Maroons of the western hemisphere”, in
a multi-national all Maroon delegation.
The Maroons were those Africans
brought to America in chains but were
able to escape enslavement and formed
attacks by hostile colonists,[12] obtaining food for subsistence living,as well as
reproducing and increasing their numbers. As the planters took over more
land for crops, the Maroons began to
lose ground on the small islands. Only
on some of the larger islands were
organized Maroon communities able to
thrive by growing crops and hunting.
Here they grew in number as more
Blacks escaped from plantations and
joined their bands. Seeking to separate
themselves from Whites, the Maroons
gained in power and amid increasing
hostilities, they raided and pillaged
plantations and harassed planters until
the planters began to fear a massive
revolt of the enslaved Blacks.

Against All Opposition Still Standing In Power.
“We have to come together to make systemic change in this
city, this county, this state and this nation.”
– Monica Montgomery #naacp

For advertising opportunities contact:
BLACKROSE COMMUNICATIONS
Email: rdavis4973@aol.com
Website: www.IndianVoices.net
(619) 534-2435

Lt. Her Excellency Dr. Ambassador Fidelia Graand-Galon, Middle: The Grand Gaaman and
Principal Chief of the Okanisi/Ndyuka Maroons of Suriname, South America, Rt. Phil “Da”
Pompey Fixico.

Maroon societies to maintain their
freedom in alliance with Indians and
others. Fixico is a brillant and courageous diplomat. The Maroon descendants of the United States are blessed to
have him.

Sincerely ,
Her Excellency Dr. Ambassador Fidelia
Graand-Galon, founder of the Maroon
Women’s Chamber of Cooperation representing the countries of Suriname, Jamaica,
Trinidad/Tobago and the United States.

The 15th Annual “Strut for Sobriety!” was a True
Celebration of Recovery from Addictive Illness
On September 21, 2019 A New PATH
(Parents for Addiction Treatment and
Healing) presented the 15th annual “Strut
for Sobriety!” luncheon, boutique and
fashion show at the Sheraton San Diego
Hotel & Marina. Over 350 guests were
treated to an entertaining and inspirational
event that was co-chaired by Liz Crocker
and Colleen Ruis Ince. It featured a silent
auction and boutique, followed by a
luncheon, awards ceremony, entertainment and fashion show.
2019 PATH to Recovery honorees were
recognized for their efforts to reduce the
stigma associated with substance use disorders, and Geni Cavitt was presented
with a surprise PATH to Recovery award
by Tommy Sablan. Shirley & Hank
Murphy served as Honorary Co-Chairs;
Geni Cavitt served as event emcee and Joe
Bauer was the event auctioneer. An entertaining fashion show, produced by
Gretchen Productions, showcased fashions
from Macy’s and local boutiques, and featured professional singers, dancers and
models as well as guest models in recovery.
Highlights of the entertainment included singers Tre Tenore and mother and

Honorary Co-Chairs Shirley and Hank Murphy

daughter singers Krista and Carly King.
The fashion show included a beautiful
white scene as a tribute to the Kumeyaay
Indians and another segment celebrated
models in recovery.
At the end of the show people in
recovery held candles and walked the
runway to celebrate their recovery. It was
a day of inspiration and joy!
Addictive illness is a public health
problem that affects millions of
Americans, regardless of age, cultural
background, race or profession. The event
benefited A New PATH’s efforts to reduce
the stigma associated with substance use
disorders in order to increase access to
quality addiction treatment services.
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NAACP 100th Freedom Fund Dinner
Hosts Karlene
Chavis News 8
on CBS 8 and
the CW San
Diego. Host
Robert Earl
Dean Lead
Vocalist of
Fulfillment

Charles
Goodman

Francine Maxwell VPresident

Shirley N. Weber
California State
Assembly Member
79th District
Clovis Honore’ San
Diego NAACP
President

African Drumming &
Libation Our Village
Drummers

San Luis Rey
Bakery & Restaurant
Great prices, great
food, walking distance
to San Luis Rey
Mission

Mexican Pastry and Cakes
Great Breakfast
Amazing Food With a
Sweet Treat

490 N El Camino Real
Oceanside, CA 92058

Hours:
Mon: 9am-5pm
Tue: 6:30am-8pm
Wed: 6:30am-8pm

Thu: 6:30am-8pm
Fri: 6:30am-8pm
Sat: 6:30am-8pm
Sun: 6:30am-8pm
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Black Comix Day Makes Its Debut at WorldBeat Center
in Balboa Park, San Diego
by Keithan Jones
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Introducing Noise Pollution and Sound Healing to ATALM 2019
by Berenice Rodriguez

Thanks to Karen Kitchen, our project
colleague, this year Makeda Cheatom and I
were able to take part in the poster session at
the 2019 International Conference of
Indigenous Archives, Libraries, and Museums
which took place from October 8-10 at the
beautiful Pechanga Resort & Casino in
Temecula, California. This was our first year
attending and it blew us away. We made
incredible connections and were impressed and
empowered by the keynote speakers. They
reminded us to keep our cultures alive by
learning to preserve it through not only
archiving and cataloging of physical cultural
pieces and places but also the intangible
cultural memories and languages through oral
stories. We were reminded that culture carries
the spirit of our people and that our ancestors’
knowledge is embedded in our arts.
Thanks to Mark Macarro, the tribal
chairman and one of the keynote speakers, we
learned the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians
has called the Temecula Valley home for more
than 10,000 years. Life on earth began in this
valley at ‘Éxva Teméeku, the birthplace of the
Káamalam (First Children). Teméeku was the
place where the world as we know it came to
be. He explained Pechaa’anga or Pechanga was
named after spring that sustained Luiseño
Indians for generations which was referred to as
pechaq which means to drip and so Pechanga
is “at Pechaa’a; at the place where water drips”.
Our poster presentation was a part of the
second day of the conference and was titled:
Engaging Historically Underrepresented
Communities in STEM Research. We spoke
about our latest research project which is a 3year project led by community organizations

from across the country in
collaboration with the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology and funded
by the National Science
Foundation. Our project is
known as the Noise Project and
our goal is to understand how
noise pollution affects our
communities, our ecosystem, and
our health so we can create real
change.
We are raising awareness
about noise pollution and
promoting wellbeing and
connection with nature. Each of
the four selected sites across the Karen Kitchen, Berenice Rodriquez & Makeda Cheatom
country is addressing the project
differently in accordance with
using probes and a synthesizer to convert the
their community’s priorities. This project is coelectric conductivity of the plant into music. It’s
created and co-led by community members so
been an exciting journey to bond with plants at
our communities benefit directly
a more intimate level where we experience a
WordBeat Cultural Center is one of the four
plant’s benefits through music. Some of our
selected sites which are researching the effects
plant recordings will also include traditional
of noise, helping design a mobile app, and
singers including one of the project’s
identifying noise refuge spaces to benefit our
Independent Community Based Organization
communities. Our mission is to address
members, Karen Kitchen, a member of the
harmful noise pollution through science,
Osage Nation of Oklahoma.
research and wellness by creating healing
Noise pollution is not something commonly
sound sanctuaries for people, plants and
talked about and those who talked with us
animals.
were very excited and interested in the project.
So far we’ve begun creating our healing
Our big hit was our live plant music station
indoor and outdoor sound sanctuaries through
where anyone could pick up a set of
events including sound bath nights with gongs, headphones and listen to our money tree play
singing bowls, didgeridoos, bells, and drums.
music live!
We’ve also hosted an astral jazz night and an
If you would like to get involved you can
Earth Day plant music concert. At our concerts visit our project website, www.noiseproject.org
we’re lowering the sound decibels and are
or email wbcpublicity@gmail.com . You can
using ear monitors. We’ve also begun
also participate and take our survey and let us
researching plant communication and have
know how you’re affected by noise pollution in
begun recording some of our plant’s music
your community at bit.ly/ICBONoise
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"LACK #OMIX $AY IS A
SHOW THAT HIGHLIGHTS
!FRICAN !MERICAN AND
!FRICAN #OMIC "OOK
CREATORS 4HE SHOW IS
COMPOSED OF AN !RTISTS
%XHIBIT (ALL 3PECIAL 0ANELS
AND )NTERACTIVE !CTIVITIES
SUCH AS GAMES )N
&EBRUARY  "LACK #OMIX
$AY MADE ITS DEBUT IN 3AN
$IEGO #ALIFORNIA AT 4HE -ALCOLM 8 ,IBRARY 4HIS IS THE RD
!NNUAL SHOWCASE OF THIS HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL EVENT IN 3AN $IEGO
AND FOR  WILL BE MOVED TO A LARGER VENUE THE 7ORLD"EAT
#ENTER IN "ALBOA 0ARK
-AKEDA #HEATOM FOUNDER OF 7ORLD "EAT #ENTER
RECOGNIZED THE IMPORTANCE OF A SHOW OF THIS NATURE AND HOW
IT POSITIVELY INFLUENCES PEOPLE OF COLOR PARTICULARLY BLACK
YOUTH 4OGETHER +EITHAN *ONES FOUNDER OF "LACK #OMIX $AY
AND -AKEDA #HEATOM HAVE DESIGNED A SHOW THAT WILL
COLLECT PROFESSIONAL BLACK WRITERS AND ARTISTS IN COMICSFILM TO
INFORM AND INSPIRE A NEW GENERATION OF BLACK YOUTH "LACK
#OMIX $AY WILL BE A PART OF 7ORLD"EAT #ENTERS "LACK &UTURE
-ONTH &EBRUARY EVENTS
4HIS EVENT IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ANYONE WHO WISHES TO
EXPERIENCE A MIX OF BLACK CULTURE AND COMIC BOOK ARTISTS

AND WRITERS #OME AND BRING THE FAMILY
&RIDAY &EBRUARY ST WILL OPEN UP THE EVENT WITH A 3CI &I
FILM SERIES AND 3ATURDAY AND 3UNDAY WILL BOTH FEATURE PANELS
WITH 3UNDAY BEING BE DEDICATED TO /CTAVIA "UTLER FEATURING
FEMALE ARTISTS 4O 2360 ATTENDANCE OR TO EXHIBIT AS A VENDOR
YOU CAN FIND THE EVENT ON %VENTBRITE AT
HTTPSBITLY6$BA.U
&REE !DMISSION AND &REE 0ARKING
About Keithan Jones
+EITHAN *ONES IS THE FOUNDER AND OWNER OF +)$ #OMICS AN
INDEPENDENT PUBLISHER BASED IN 3AN $IEGO #ALIFORNIA 4HE MANTRA
BEHIND +)$ IS h4HE +ID )N 9OU .EVER $IESv AS A CONSTANT REMINDER
THAT OUR CHILDHOOD SPIRIT IS THE CORE OF WHO WE REALLY ARE NO MATTER
HOW OLD WE GET

h-Y $AD INTRODUCED ME TO COMICS AND TOOK ME TO SEE THE ORIGINAL
3TAR 7ARS -Y MIND WAS BLOWN )VE BEEN ENTHRALLED INTO COMIC
CULTURE EVER SINCEv 'ROWING UP READING COMICS *ONES NOTICED A
LACK OF ETHNIC DIVERSITY IN THE STORIES PARTICULARLY CHARACTERS OF
!FRICAN DESCENT (E WANTED TO CHANGE THAT ONE DAY h) WANTED TO
SEE LEGITIMATE SUPERHEROES OF COLOR THAT WERE NOT SIDE KICKSv
)N  *ONES ESTABLISHED +)$ COMICS AND HIS FIRST PUBLICATION 4HE
0OWER +NIGHTS WHICH HE ORIGINALLY CREATED IN  AS A CHILD (E
WENT ON TO CREATE "LACK #OMIX $AY (EROES 2ISE A CELEBRATION OF
!FRO CENTRIC COMICS AND THE ARTISTS BEHIND THEM )T IS AN ANNUAL "LACK
(ISTORY -ONTH EVENT AT 7ORLD"EAT #ENTER "ALBOA 0ARK 3AN $IEGO
#! IN PARTNERSHIP WITH -AKEDA h$READv #HEATOM
%XPERIENCE A CHILDHOOD DREAM REALIZED BY READING 4HE 0OWER
+NIGHTS AT KID COMICSCOM

Against All Opposition Still Standing In Power
by Makeda Dread
Cheatom

Congratulations to
the San Diego Branch of
the NAACP for their
100th Year Anniversary.
The Anniversary
Freedom Fund Dinner
was held Friday,
October 11th, 2019 at
Joe & Vi Jacobs Center.
This year’s theme was
“Against All Opposition
Still Standing in Power”.
I have received various awards in my lifetime, but when I got the
President’s Award from San Diego’s NAACP, I cried because of the
NAACP has a history of fighting injustices for Black people. This
award made it worth all the challenges that I went through trying
to bring creativity to San Diego. San Diego is a very hard city to
grow up in that’s why most of my friends moved out to places
like the Bay Area, Atlanta, and the East Coast. I decided to stay to
take care of my ailing mother. As an artist I had to be creative,
staying in a conservative city where it was hard for Black youth
to achieve their dream job. I had self- determination,
Kujichagulia and founded the first vegetarian restaurant, the
Prophet along with the hard-working Prophet crew, had a second
restaurant, House of Africa, an African import store, the Baobob,
took over the Adams Ave Theatre and made it a music venue,
became a radio host and DJ for over 35 years with my partner
Damaja Le. Then I took an old warehouse in Old Town and
turned it into a major concert venue that had top stars like
Burning Spear, the Skatalites, Radio Head and more. I also had
Reggae nights at Spankies and Bogies and late-night cruises on
the Hornblower called Reggae on the Bay, fun times! I also
produced and founded Bob Marley Day, a multi-day Reggae
Festival 39 years ago.
I kept looking at Balboa Park and I knew we needed an
African presence. I looked around and was told there were no
buildings available for a cultural center but I know I was given

the runaround so I asked the city council for a water tower,
which was a city storage facility. And now WorldBeat Cultural
Center, against all opposition is still standing in power offering
classes, free annual events like Multi-Cultural Earth Day, an
ethnobotany garden and many more programs to bring all people
together. I’d like to give thanks to Clovis Honore’, President of
the NAACP in San Diego for recognizing grassroots efforts to
make San Diego live up to its name “America’s finest city”.
Bless you and Axe and thank you for giving me the strength
to ‘keep on, keepin’ on.’

Navigating Cultural Survival
in the 21st Century
by Karen Kitchen
The 2019 ATALM
(Association of Tribal
Archives, Libraries, and
Museums) Conference
was hosted by the
Pechanga Band of
Luiseño Indians at their
resort in Temecula,
October 8 – 10. Each
year, ATALM brings
together American Indian
and Alaska Native
professionals and cultural
bearers to share their
learning and to celebrate
accomplishments and
achievements.
This year’s conference
featured an opening
keynote by poet and
musician Joy Harjo,
the 2019 U.S. Poet
Laureate and the first
Native American to
receive this honor,
and a closing
keynote by activist,
actress, and social
justice leader
Sacheen
Littlefeather.
In addition to
workshops, and poster sessions, the
conference featured engaging evening
events. At “The Power of Play: Art Rush
and Native Games Night that was
organized by the Institute of American
Indian Arts and sponsored by the Native
Arts and Cultures Foundation, attendees
were provided with canvas and paints to
create works—especially images of
wolves--in the style of the late painter and
AIM activist Billy Soza War Soldier.
Participants also got to learn and play
Native games and enjoy a barbeque
dinner.
At “A Celebration of Indigenous
Peoples” participants got to choose from
an impressive list of 10 films including
“Language Keepers”, “Words From a
Bear”, “Rumble; The Indians Who Rocked
the World” and “Spirit Game: Pride of a

Nation” thanks to the support of Vision
Maker Media and Native Arts and Cultures
Foundation. The
documentary “Sacheen”
produced by One Bowl
Productions was
screened the final night
with closing commentary
by the director Peter
Spirer and Sacheen
Littlefeather.
Mark Macarro,
Chairman of the
Pechanga Band of Luiseño
Indians, was honored for
his work and commitment
to cultural preservation,
indigenous language and
education. After receiving
the award Chairman
Macarro provided an
excellent presentation of
the history of
Pechanga people
and the current
projects and
challenges that their
tribe is focusing on.
The 2019
Guardians of Culture
and Lifeways
Lifetime
Achievement award
was presented to Dr.
Janine Pease, and the Cultural
Preservation and Advancement Award was
presented to the Pechanga Cultural
Resources Department.
Local cultural tours provided by the
ATALM this year included a trip to the
Sherman Indian Museum and National
Archives at Riverside, and a visit to the
Pechanga Cultural Resourced Department
and Wi’aasal, the Great Oak Tree, an
indigenous coast live oak that is over
1,000 years old!
Heartfelt thanks and appreciation to
Susan Feller, Melissa Brodt, and Walter
Echo-Hawk for their vision and mission
and the many volunteers and sponsors
who support this critical work! For more
information about ATALM and how to get
involved and stay connected, please visit
https://www.atalm.org/
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Indian Voices Covers First Native
American Presidential Forum
August 20-21 2019
by Aaron Long (Dine)

The Native American Presidential
Forum in Sioux City, Iowa with the
Santee Sioux, Winnebago, and other
tribes. They don’t call it the Great Plains
for nothing. Eleven Presidential candidates stood in front of three hundred and
fifty American Indians from all over the
country: Florida, San Diego, New York,
Oklahoma, and everywhere in between.
On assignment from Indian Voices, I
arrived at the end of day one on a golden
evening that gave the vast green fields
glory and the old style buildings of downtown Sioux City a refreshing breeze of
fresh modern air. I knew I’ve arrived
when I seen the bright and shining ribbon shirts and skirts exiting the Sioux
City Orpheum Theater. The buzz was
Elizabeth Warren’s apology and speech. It
carried genuine weight that uplifted the
audience to a standing ovation. It’s as if it
came from her very own heart. Those war
cries and victory shouts made the lights
flicker and the speakers crackle.
Four Directions Vote, a Native voting
rights group from Mission, Iowa organized the two day forum. Why would a
voting rights group put on such a forum?
To get one million Native votes in the

upcoming 2020 election
#NativeVote2020. “When that happens,
it’ll change the political game forever,”
said Matt Samp, Communications
Director.
The relationship between Natives and
the United States, is a narrative that
Americans need to confront. Native
Presidential candidate Mark Charles,
member of the Navajo Nation, has a campaign slogan that addresses the native
issue on a fundamental level, “we need to
abolish slavery!” The Doctrine of
Discovery has no place within the constitution. The simple fact of including
women in the constitution needs to be
amended. In 2020, the abolishment of
slavery is not a far fetched concern. I can
think of so many Americans who confront the conscious and unconscious guilt
that this country was built on and Mark
Charles is making America confront it.
In the hotel, on the second floor where
the crickets of Iowa found it so appropriate to hang out, I was able to catch up
with Jean Schroedel, a Political Scientist
of Claremont Graduate University in Los
Angeles. She shared an experience as a
white professor when one day a tribal
leader, as a student, walked into her classroom and rocked her world upside down.
He asked her to be an expert witness on a
political subject she knew nothing about,

How to Restore Health to our Febrile Society

The Great Law of Peace
No Spiritual Surrender
In case you have not noticed, the
Ruling Elite has lost its way and consequently, the world is in a feverish
malaise with nervous excitement. Our
Democracy is wounded and vulnerable
to opportunistic power mongers who are
systematically plotting to destroy our
Constitution and all that it represents.
It is incumbent upon all of us who are
concerned and interested in curbing this
imminent disaster to show support for
pro-democracy protestors worldwide
who are holding on to and fighting for

the last vestiges of human freedom.
WE THE PEOPLE must become practiced and comfortable with our power .It
is our branch of the government that
was gifted to us from the Ancestors.
Help continue to shine a light on our
clueless leaders and representatives. Each
one Teach One. Use it or lose it.
Popular belief in the United States is
that the three bodies of government:
Executive, Legislative, and Judicial, stem
from democratic movements in Europe.
Over last half of the 20th century a
number of American scholars have
shown how the Haudenosaunee

A FACE OF CHANGE
or AFOC is the next
generation nonprofit
501(c)(3).
What does that mean? It means it does not have one specific focus.
Its operations are to create more awareness and mindfulness about and collaborate
with those individuals, groups of people or nonprofits that already exist. And in doing
so help them by bringing innovative new ideas through collaborative efforts.

Indian Country. She
needed rez experience. The tribal
leader told her to
meet him at a reservation for a day
long ride along. Her
heart began to beat
harder and her
throat tighten as
they passed crumbled buildings and
cracked out streets.
She began to see
only a glimpse. A town surrounded by
liquor stores and the people trapped in
the middle.
Jean came into contact with an FBI
agent who told her of a reservation where
Indians were arrested based on license
plates of that area. They were pulled over
and charged with anything they could
find. The FBI agent told her this because
that’s what they were ordered to do themselves. She made a trip to this reservation
and as she pulled up, she saw cars parked
along the reservation line. Less than 1/4 a
mile down the road was a gas station and
grocery store. What was in between?
Women and children pulling wagons full
of groceries, gas containers for their vehicles, and basic living supplies to an from
their vehicles in fear of being arrested on
non reservation line. Jean’s heart sunk.
The native voting population has the
ability to significantly affect the political
system in the United States. Carol
Bearshield of the Santee Sioux tribe, is
Confederacy, popularly known as the Six
Nations of the Iroquois Confederacy, had
a deeper influence on the new American
government than Europe. Remember
monarchs and religious institutions controlled most of Europe in the 18th century. Historians easily show how founding fathers like, Benjamin Franklin were
absorbed by Native beliefs and indigenous intelligence “It would be a strange
thing if Six Nations of ignorant savages
should be capable of forming a scheme
for such an union, and be able to execute it in such a manner as that it has
subsisted ages and appears indissoluble;
and yet that a like union should be
impracticable for ten or a dozen English
colonies.” The ethos of this country is
tied to the Native American

one of many mothers who live in Sioux
City. With her turquoise earrings and personal chair blanket, she said “a Native
American Forum like this has never
occurred here before.” Her eyes bubbling
behind her glasses. She is proud her family made the trip. She wishes to see more
of her tribe filling the seats of the theater.
We sat there and spoke between candidates switching on an off stage. She
worked with the honorable Frank LaMere
over the years. The mothers of the Sioux
Tribe, and neighboring tribes, marched
for the children who have been taken, a
MMIW issue that is highly prevalent in
their area. Their efforts were responsible
for passing the Indian Child Welfare Act
in Iowa. “It’s the children’s prayers, in the
court room, to be back with their families,” Carol said, and that’s why they stood
with Frank LaMere, the late Native rights
activist. Frank LaMere 1950 - 2019 is
honored with this Presidential Forum in
Sioux City.
Because of the modern anxieties many
Americans now feel and express, it
should be our goal to show that governments like the Confederacy and the
United States were created to promote
plurality and peace. In these times it is
important to remember our past and
present peacemakers thought our present and our future harmony. We must
heed their words and sacrifices and
bravely follow their lead.
Bring the Temperature Down
Obviously the mainstream media will
not be helpful. It is up to us.
Let’s not sleep through this assault.
Let’s follow the Ancestors instructions
and breath life back into our Democracy
while driving the pathogenic politicians
into the darkness.
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Project Beacon At American Indian Center Of Chicago
by David Woundedbear

Native American women facing prostitution convictions in Chicago have a compassionate friend and expert advocate in
Kandi Fowler, program manager of Project
Beacon.
Working with judges, public defenders,
and state’s attorneys, Project Beacon provides a path forward out of prostitution
for urban American Indian and native
Alaskan women in the Chicagoland area.
GED classes, HIV testing, housing referrals, traditional medicine, job training,

drug and alcohol counseling, and food
vouchers are some of the services it provides.
But before any of these services can be
offered, a client has to choose to enter the
program. Besides the program’s material
and other tangible benefits, if the client
completes it the prostitution conviction is
removed from their criminal record. But
for many women who come to find themselves in front of a judge facing criminal
charges, deciding that they no longer want
to be in the lifestyle can only happen if
and when they recognize that entering
into a prostitution/sex worker lifestyle was
more the result of a series of events and
experiences, and not so much a clear cutcareer choice. If that indeed is their reality.
“It takes time for them to say okay I
don’t want to be in this anymore” says
Fowler, “I can’t push this on them. They
have to make that choice for themselves.”
Fowler is well aware of the contemporary perspective of prostitution as legitimate, non-stigmatized voluntary sex work.
She readily admits her own personal values, and her experience with the lifestyle
and the program, make her skeptical of
the notion that many of her clients have
entered into the lifestyle completely of
their own free will.
As she says, “The majority of the
women, but not all, who are being trafficked have been involved with domestic

violence, alcohol, drugs, sexual abuse, all
kinds of abuses from childhood on up.
The stage is already set for them to be victimized some more because they are trying to find a way out. They’re trying to
find love and make sense of their world.”
More than a decade ago at Chicago’s
now defunct Genesis House (the one
founded by Edwina Gateley), Fowler first
experienced a Prostitutes’ Anonymous
meeting. Today under Project Beacon,
Fowler facilitates P.A. meetings at Cook
County Jail every Monday. During these
meetings, Fowler often finds herself opening up about her own experiences with
the lifestyle.
“I use parts of my story but I don’t
always say it’s my story. It depends on the
group I have. With these particular ladies
coming to P.A., I can be open with them.
We all know the truth when we hear it. So
when they hear me share, that opens them
up to share their stories. Then they start to
share and without even realizing it, that
opens it up for the next girl.”
Fowler says a heavy-handed approach
isn’t effective. Her clients do not respond
well to being talked down to or told they
are victims. Some flatly reject any such
idea, like one woman she met who proudly wore a button which reads: “Suck dick
for money. Not for free.”
For others, reading the “Sex Trafficking
Will” for themselves starts a process of
recognition that they are in fact sex trafficking victims. Fowler explains how
fraud, coercion, and force are usually part
of the formula traffickers use. Fraud is a
trafficker telling the trafficked that she or
he is loved and valued. Coercion sometimes involves the trafficker saying that it
will only be temporary, and it will be easy
money. Force can and does include all
manner of violent acts up to and including threats of murder and murder.
Fowler respects her clients’ prerogative
to decide for themselves if prostitution is a
job they have chosen or if it is a lifestyle
which circumstances and bad actors have
pushed them into.
At the same time she firmly believes it’s
a lifestyle choice no person takes lightly.
“The closest two humans can ever be is
when they make love. That’s supposed to
be the most sacred intimate act us humans
can do. So for someone to say ‘today is a
good day to go sell my body,’ something
usually has had to happen. For some of us
it’s trauma on top of trauma or complextrauma as they call it today.”
Project Beacon does not turn anyone
away because of their ethnicity but it does
actively seek out urban American Indian
and native Alaskan women, men and gender-nonconforming folks. These populations are primarily whom it serves.
Once the client elects to participate in
the program an appropriate time frame is
set in which they must select and accomplish specific goals which will advance
them toward self-sufficiency without
dependence on commercial transactional
sex acts. These may include securing items
such as a state issued identification card,

birth certificate or social security number.
Fowler says it’s best to ask the client
what they want to do with their life
instead of directing them to a list of services. She asks, “What do you need right
now to improve where you’re at? What do
you think you need to help you get out of
this lifestyle?”
From there she assists and directs her
clients as to which order to take the necessary steps to accomplish their goals
within the given time period.
Substantial progress has to be made on
the client’s stated goals for Fowler and the
presiding judge to sign off on successful
completion of the program. These are
written goals the judge is presented. Sixty
days, 90 days, six months are typical time
frames in which to accomplish goals such

as getting a mailing address, an ID, a GED
or complete job training. If they don’t
accomplish their written goals they don’t
graduate, and the conviction remains on
their record.
Fowler says she knows the client is sincere about leaving the lifestyle not when
they say they are, but when they really
begin stacking up the reaching of their
goals and realize they can stand on their
own.
And to what does Fowler attribute the
secret of her successes with Project
Beacon?
“I believe the gift I have is turning
every negative I have lived through into a
positive,” she says; “That’s what allows me
to talk to and connect with all walks.”
For more information or to donate to
Project Beacon visit
www.aicchicago.org/project-beacon

The Kumeyaay Land Acknowledgment
Created by Michael Miskwish
(Campo) and fellows was passed by the
SDSU University Senate on Sept. 3,
and reads as follows:
Whereas, San Diego State University
rests on land that has been home to and
care taken by the Kumeyaay people for
over 10,000 years; and
Whereas, the Kumeyaay people
never ceded this land to the U.S. or
State government through any ratified
treaty; and
Whereas, a significant portion of the
history of interaction between
Kumeyaay people and non-indigenous
settlers had been marred by genocidal
violence, forced labor and forced
removal from land; and
Whereas, SDSU is an institution of
higher learning dedicated to evidencebased history and research; and
Whereas, San Diego State is a
University that prides itself on community leadership and education; and
Whereas, as an accurate depiction of
the history of the land on which SDSU
resides should recognize Kumeyaay people’s indigenous occupation of the land;
and
Whereas, the university’s long held
connection with the
mascot/moniker/spirit leader deriving
from “Aztec culture” obscures the history of the actual indigenous occupants of
this land; and
Whereas, the university’s MissionStyle architecture can be a painful and
daily reminder to many Indigenous students that the California Mission System
sought to destroy and change Kumeyaay
culture and Indigenous California culture as a whole; and
Whereas, student surveys have
shown that many SDSU students incorrectly believe that the Aztecs are the
indigenous inhabitants of this land or
that SDSU students do not know who is

indigenous to this land; and
Whereas, Kumeyaay people and culture currently have a nearly invisible
profile in campus life; and
Whereas, SDSU is committed to constructive and positive relationships with
Kumeyaay peoples; and
Whereas, SDSU is committed to
recruiting and retaining college ready
Kumeyaay students; and
Whereas, it be in the best interest of
SDSU and most culturally accurate to
work with the Kumeyaay community
on a land acknowledgement; and
Whereas, Kumeyaay historian,
researcher, community leader, SDSU
Alumni, part-time lecturer in American
Indian Studies, and citizen of the
Campo Kumeyaay Nation, Michael
Connolly Miskwish has consulted with
SDSU’s Office of Diversity and Inclusion
to compose a culturally appropriate
land acknowledgement crafted specifically for SDSU; and now therefore be it
Resolved that San Diego State
University adopt a statement acknowledging Kumeyaay aboriginal residence
and caretakership of the land on which
SDSU currently resides; and
Resolved that the Senate adopt the
Land Acknowledgement composed by
Michael Connolly Miskwish, both it’s
long and short versions (see attached);
and
Resolved that this Kumeyaay Land
Acknowledgement be promulgated
ubiquitously throughout the university
in forms such as, but not limited to,
oral statements and ceremonial introductions at campus events, written
statements on university webpages,
written statements on college, departmental, or programmatic websites, or
on commemorative plaques.
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Guy Jones For The Field Goal!
by David Woundedbear

Though Ohio is home to many First
Nations historic sites like Fort Ancient
and Sun Watch Village, mainly due to
forced relocation to Oklahoma in early
U.S. history, the state
presently has no
Federally recognized
tribes. But that hasn’t
prevented its present
indigenous residents
from standing up to protect sacred grounds
against commercial
development. Such was
the case when the NFL
set its sights on Dayton’s
Triangle Park for a practice field for the
Cincinnati Bengals.
Enter community
organizer and outspoken
activist Guy W. Jones,
also known as Hunkpapa Lakota of the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe.
Earlier this year the NFL Foundation
announced intentions to build a practice
turf field at Dayton’s Triangle Park. The
park is the location of the first ever NFL
football game when the Dayton Triangles
played the Columbus Panhandles on
Oct. 3, 1920. The groundbreaking for
what would be a $400,000 field was
slated to take place in April, 2019.

Thanks to efforts by Guy Jones, and due
diligence on the part of the City of
Dayton, that groundbreaking never happened.
“The City of Dayton was going to
build a football field at a park. And I
told them they couldn’t
do it, and I explained to
them why. Because you
see it was a burial
ground. And I got them
to change that,” says
Jones.
Toni Bankston, Chief
Communications Officer
for the City Of Dayton
confirmed it was Jones’
involvement which led
to the use of groundpenetrating radar by
Gray & Pape Heritage
Management that discovered anomalies in
the soil consistent with
what one might find at a burial ground.
“It was the archaeologists who gave
me the reports and the evidence to take
to them to prove that what they were
doing was inappropriate. It was a combined effort and that’s what it takes,”
says Jones.
Consequently another location was
secured, and Dayton and the NFL will
get their football field without having to
disturb any sacred grounds.

INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF
THE WORLD
San Diego General
Membership Branch
MEETS THE THIRD SUNDAY
of the month at
San Diego Education
10393 San Diego Mission Road,
at noon.

National Native Media Conference
2019 PRIOR LAKE Minnesota
by David Woundedbear

PRIOR LAKE, MINN.-The 35th annual Native American Journalists
Association National Native Media
Conference was held Sept. 15-18, 2019
at Mystic Lake Hotel Casino in Prior
Lake, Minn. This year the event was
held in conjunction with the fourth
annual Native American Nutrition
Conference.
Breakout sessions for the NAJA conference included trainings and workshops in: digital security, global investigative journalism, effective use of social
media; reporting on: the environment,
indigenous education, indigenous arts,
and more.
“This is my 9th conference and my
first as president,” said Tristan Ahtone
(Kiowa), NAJA President and Tribal
Affairs Editor at High Country news.
Ahtone was voted onto the NAJA Board
of Directors in 2011, and was unanimously elected president in Aug. 2018.
“I am really happy to see everything
this organization has been able to
accomplish over the years. I’ve been
lucky enough to inherit an organization
that has been cared for by a lot of great
presidents, board members and leaders.
It’s nice to be able to enjoy the fruits of
all that labor,” said Ahtone.
At the event’s business luncheon held
on Monday Sept.16 Indian Country
Today and NAJA founder Tim Giago
(Oglala Lakota), gave an inspiring
speech about his work as a journalist
and editor over a career spanning more
than four decades.
The 85-year old
Giago was NAJA’s
first president and
is presently editor
of Native Sun
News Today in
Rapid City, South
Dakota.
“I’m an old
Dakota cowboy. I
come to this conference this year
and I call it going
to my last rodeo.
I’m 85 years old

now and I’m still publishing a newspaper. I hope I can continue for a few
more years. I’ve taught a lot of young
journalists. I’ve trained a lot of good
Native American journalists that are
going to pick it up by going through
here,” said Giago.
At the event’s last panel presentation
on Wednesday, the discussion turned to
the challenges of covering reporting
across borders into Canada and Mexico.
As Ahtone said addressing a room of
journalists and editors, “Digital security
for reporters is something we can help
with, is something we can talk to you
about. We can work with you to make
sure your sources are secure, your data,
and that your personal information is
secure because border patrol is grabbing
that information a lot of times. The
adversaries that we’re looking at are corporations, state actors, and we’re looking
at organized crime as one of the groups
that can get into your information. That
level of security is something we can talk
more about. We [NAJA] can provide
some guides, some guidance on reporting across borders.”
At this year’s conference there was a
general feeling of optimism for Native
American and Indigenous Peoples’ voices in journalism everywhere.
As Ahtone said, “I do hope we are
really training the next generation of
newsroom leaders through NAJA. It’s
part of our mission, and one of our goals
to make sure that those individuals have
the network and the grounding to lead
their news organizations.”

BLUE MOUNTAIN TRIBE
“ALL OUR RELATIONS”
CD & Downloads at www.bluemountaintribe.com
Downloads also available on iTunes
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and Google Plus
© All Rights Reserved,
bluemountaintribe@hotmail.com
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Pala Job Fair
by Bernadette Butkiewicz UAL Local 230.org

A bright May Friday morning on the
Pala Reservation, interested job seekers
entered into the Old
Pala Tribal Hall for a
resource fair. Among
those present were the
United Association of
Plumbers,
Steamfitters, and
HVACR Service
Technicians Local
Union #230 (UA
Local #230) consisting of 1,800 members
in San Diego and
Imperial Counties
with 119-year history
in the area. UA Local
#230 has over 300
employers in
Southern California
that helps build the
water infrastructure,
hospitals, medical
labs, high rises, and power houses in our
region. UA Local #230 was proud to
participate in California Indian
Manpower Consortium’s Escondido
Field office Career and Resource fair on
the Pala Reservation that May 10th,
2019 morning.
In the past few years, UA Local #230
has been working alongside incredible
leaders like Christina Arzate a Workforce
Development Coordinator to recruit and
retain apprentices in their 5-year
apprenticeship program. These apprentices earn a livable wage throughout
their education to become a qualified
journey man or woman. It’s a earn while

you learn program that leads men and
women into a career in construction.
Catrina Christman from the Iipaay
Nation of Santa Ysabel and a first-year
apprentice in UA Local
#230’s SD County Pipe
Trades Apprenticeship
said,” I think it’s a
great program, the
union has taught me
to get more involved
and allowed me to
develop my skills.” As
a first-year apprentice
you start out at $22.86
an hour and by the
second year you have
full family healthcare.
The entire five-year
apprenticeship is
approximately a
$45,000-dollar scholarship that is paid for
by both by our contractors and your fellow union brothers
and sisters.
The union makes it their mission to
ensure members feel as if they are entering into a family. That Friday morning,
we were accompanied by our brothers
and sisters from the Electrical Training
Institute that provide their own apprenticeship in the electrical industry. We
were also accompanied by our allies in
the community including Native Hire
and Southern California American
Indian Resource Center, showing the
broad community support to uplift our
communities. To find out more about
apprenticeships please call UA Local
#230 Organizer at 619-881-7186.

In Loving Memory of
John Ryan
Phllip Vargas
From ILWU Local 29

www.RezRadio.FM

Stop asking people who
have never been where you
are going
for directions.
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Swedish Climate Activist Greta
Thunberg Visits Standing Rock
by Daniela Hurtado

STANDING ROCK, N.D. - Sixteenyear-old Swedish climate activist Greta
Thunberg sailed from the U.K. to the
U.S. this summer.
She’s also addressed the United
Nations.
Tuesday morning she was in Standing
Rock with environmental activist Tokata
Iron Eyes.
And while she and her message has
stirred up controversy both here and
around the world, Tuesday’s crowd
admired her for taking such a firm stand.
Greta and Tokata were at Standing
Rock high school talking to students
about their mission: a fight to bring
awareness to climate change globally.
They spoke to students during the
forum. Iron Eyes spoke to Your News
Leader after the panel but Thunberg wasn’t made available for comments.
We asked for an interview ahead of
the event and after the panel but
Thunberg was escorted out by BIA
A teenager on a journey to have her
voice heard by global leaders.
Tokata said: “She told me that she
would like to come to our community
and I invited her and I said yes this
would be wonderful. I think the message
to spread to the world is that, in this

fight, there’s no imaginary boundaries
between us. This crisis puts us all on the
same level.”
Tokata and Greta spoke to students
about how they could get on board with
their mission.
“We need to be creative to come up
with every possible way to make your
voice heard and to push in the right
direction. And one thing as we have said
is to inform yourselves and especially
inform the people around you,” said
Greta.
The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe is taking steps to support that message.
They’ve added solar panels to conserve
energy.
High school student Senna Young Bird
said: “We all need to save the planet.”
While some supported the message,
others talked about Greta and the movement she’s starting at such a young age.
“Greta, she’s just an amazing young
girl. To come over here, she just blew me
away,” said teacher Laurel Iron Road.
Iron Road says if Greta can make
changes so can the children on the reservation.
At the end of the panel with Tokata,
Greta was honored with a Lakota name
“Woman Who Came From the Heavens.”
Tribal members say she is awakening
the world and they stand by her mission.

Shining a Light into the Darkness
Derrick Broze is a freelance investigative journalist, author, and public speaker
seeking to expose corruption, find solutions to the problems that affect all of
humanity, and promote localization and
decentralization. Derrick is a Houstonian
who has survived depression, drug addiction, and prison. For the last ten years, he
has dedicated his life to improving the
City of Houston as an activist, journalist,
and radio show host.
Now, Derrick is entering the 2019 race
for Mayor of Houston. As a Mayoral
Candidate, Derrick is seeking to uncover
any and all behavior by city officials
which impedes with the liberties of the
people of Houston. Derrick Broze is the

only candidate who wants to give away
the power of the Mayor of Houston and
amplify the voices of Houstonians.
Derrick also wants to decriminalize
Cannabis, initiate a moratorium on the 5g
rollout, and put an end to surveillance in
Houston. He is also the only candidate
calling for ending the “anti-food sharing”
ordinance and No-Knock raids by
Houston Police. Derrick is also calling for
localizing and decentralizing Houston’s
food production by supporting community gardens and urban farms. Finally,
Derrick is pledging to support freedom of
speech and civil liberties, including
standing against any calls for mandatory
vaccinations in the City of Houston.
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Thursday Oct 24 6{30 pm
Novena de Muertos
Friday Oct 25 6:30 pm
Novena de Muertos
Saturday Oct 26 6:30 pm
Novena de Muertos
Sunday Oct 27 6:30 pm
Novena de Muertos
Monday Oct 28 6:30 pm
Novena de Muertos
Tuesday Oct 29 7pm
Novena de Muertos
Wednesday Oct 30 4 pm
Ofrendo para Muertes Inesperado
Wednesday Oct 30 6:30 pm
Novena de Muertos
Thursday Oct 31 4 pm
Ofrendo para Los Angelitos

Muscogee Creek Indian Freedmen Band is seeking the
descendants of Creek citizens placed on the
Creek Freedmen Roll from 1896 to 1915.

Thursday Oct 31 630 pm
Novena de Muertos
Friday Nov 1 4 pm
Ofrendo para Los Muertos
Friday Nov 1 630 pm
Novena de Muertos Velacion to dawn
Saturday Nov 2 8-9pm
Arrival of Procession from
Centro Cultural de La Raza,
Sherman Heights Community Center,
Bread and Salt to Chicano Park
Saturday Nov 2 10 pm
Despedida de Las Alma’s
12 midnight begin dismanteling
and clean up

“We have to come together to make systemic change in this city,
this county, this state and this nation.”

For more information contact:
619-297-9327 sddayofdead.org

Monica Montgumery – #naacp

Golden Jubliee Celebration
Saint Joseph
Soboba Mission
Catholic Church
parishioners, supporters and
friends helped
Father Earl
Henley celebrate
the 50th anniversary of his ordination to the
Priesthood with a gala at the Soboba
Sports Comples on Sept. 7.
More that 270 people attended from
nearby reservations and other parts of
the Diocese. The Most Reverend R.
Barnes, Bishop of the Diocese of San
Bernardino, said he was impressed by
the presence of so man people from all
the nearby tribes. A special Mass included drummers and elders from the Los
Angeles Kateri Circle who conducted a
smudging ceremony and preyer of the
Four Directions at the opening of the
Mass at 11 a.m. of the faithful included
prayers in the Lus The prayers in the
Luiseno and Cahuilla languages.
“It was a grand turnout”, said Henley,

CREEK FREEDMEN DESCENDANTS SOUGHT

77. “I realize that I am trusted and loved
by all of Gods people”
A video program showed highlights of
Fr. Henly’s early life and various ministry
posts in the United States and Papua,
New Guinea where he served as a missionary for 23 years.
Marian Chacon has been attending St.
Joseph’s since she was a baby and said
she appreciates that Fr. Henley likes to
participate in the many activities there.
She said having Bishop Barnes attend the
celebration made it extra special.
“We had a lot of volunteers who
donated and cooked food,” said Chacon
83. “ It was really a good community
event.”
Michael madrigal, a lay minister at
Soboba’s St. Joseph Mission since 1989,
has known Fr. Henley since he became
Pastor/Chaplain to the Native Americans
of the Diocese in July 2000. Madgrigal
said the highlights of the gala for him
were the beautiful Mass, the Bird Singing
welcome at the entrance to the Soboba
Sports Comples and eh “fabulous pit
beef barbecue prepared by the Vivanco
family.”

If your ancestors were on this roll,
write P.O. Box 6366,
Moore, OK 73153
for eligibility information.

Against All Opposition Still Standing In Power.

Quote of the Day
“You can get knocked down,
trashed and belittled, and then one
ride, one horse, one day of fresh air ...
can clean the soul and turn
everything right side up ...
It’s called getting back up ...
and stronger than ever...
Thank you Lord, Amen !!

Las Vegas Black Image
Kimberly Bailey
Support our Media Sister
2412 Santa Clara Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89104

Every Tuesday
BORDER ANGELS
offer free immigration
ATTORNEY SERVICES
at our
Border Angels office
6:00 to 7:30pm
2258 Island Ave
San Diego CA
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An Indepth History of the Great Law
of Peace
Indian Voices is excited to be working
with Dr. Joe Stahlman of the Seneca
Iroquois National Museum. The Seneca
Nation It is the largest of six Native
American nations comprising the
Haudenosaunee or Iroquois Confederacy or
Six Nations, a democratic government that
pre-dates the United States Constitution.
In response to a research question re: The
Great Wall of Peace and the historical connection to the spirit of the US constitution
Indian Voices was blessed to be conecteed
with Dr. Joe Stahlam. After several conversations and messages it was determined that
he would offer his assistance in getting the
project started. The following is the first
offering.
by Dr Joe Stahlman

Dekanawida, or the Peacemaker came
to the southern shores of Lake Ontario
to bring peace to the warring Nations of
the Onkwehonwe, or who we call the
Haudenosaunee. However, this was no
simple task. Upon his arrival on the
south shores, he met a group of hunters.
He told them peace was coming to the
Haudenosaunee. They accepted his
words of peace and they went and told
other people of the new way.
The Peacemaker traveled throughout
Haudenosaunee lands teaching all who
would listen about the rules that would
bring peace. These rules, referred to as
the Great Law of Peace, were to serve as
the guiding regulations for all the
Onkwehonwe. These words would not
only bring peace, but these words would
serve as medicine for all of the sickness,
war, and unrest in Haudenosaunee
lands.
In time, the Peacemaker encountered
Jigonhsasee, a female leader from the
Neutral Nation west of the Seneca’s.
Jigonhsasee made a fortune by serving as
the middle person between warring
communities. The Peacemaker persuaded her to forego her evil ways by
explaining how the Great Law would
work its medicine. In exchange for her
acceptance of peace and involvement in
dissemination of the Law, The

Peacemaker declared that
Haudenosaunee need to have a decisive
role in being clan mothers, selecting
male leaders, and participating in the
political and spiritual lives of their
respective nations.
Along the Peacemaker travels he met
Hiawatha, who was searching for a different path rather than the chaos regularly seen on the southern shores of Lake
Ontario. He had lost his daughters to
war. To console himself with the incantations of condolence prayers, love and
forgiveness while holding wampum.
Coupled together, the words of condolence and wampum, became strong
medicine for Hiawatha. Hiawatha was
well-spoken and dauntless in his determination to bring the Peacemaker’s ideas
to realization. Though, he met considerable resistance to his efforts.
Finally, The Peacemaker, Jigonhsasee,
and Hiawatha encountered the
Onondaga conjurer Tadodaho, an ugly
and deformed man whose head was
capped by a nest of writhing snakes.
Tadodaho vehemently opposed the
Peacemaker’s words. The Onondaga
inhabited the middle of Haudenosaunee
lands. The Seneca and Cayuga in the
west and the Mohawk and Oneida in the
east had already accepted the Great Law.
He was finally persuaded to change his
mind when confronted by the four
nations at a great assembly on the southern shore of Onondaga Lake. To finally
persuade him to accept the Great Law,
Tadodaho was also given the Sachem
Chairman title of the Haudenosaunee
Confederacy, and his successors have
continued to carry his name as their title
of office. So, at Onondaga Lake, where
the five nations planted a Tree of Peace
and proclaimed the Great Law of the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy, and created a confederacy.
The initial Grand Council of the
Confederacy established a permanent
format for all subsequent sessions, Fifty
male leaders, often called rotiiane,
sachems or chiefs, sat in council as representatives of their respective nations.
Every sachem carries on a heredity title
name, which is passed on from one gen-

Authentic California Native American
Artifacts and Custom Jewelry
Contact for more information

619-419-4620

Adam A. Rodriguez
Juaneno Band of Mission Indians
abelrodriguez93@yahoo.com

Crazy Horse Prophecy
“Upon suffering beyond suffering; the Red Nation shall rise again and it shall be
a blessing for a sick world.
A world filled with broken promises, selfishness and separations.
A world longing for light again.
I see a time of seven generations when all the colors of mankind will gather
under the sacred Tree of Life and the whole Earth will become one circle again.
In that day there will be those among the Lakota who will carry knowledge and
understanding of unity among all living things, and the young white ones will
come to those of my people and ask for this wisdom.
I salute the light within your eyes where the whole universe dwells.
For when you are at that center within you and I am in that place within me,
we shall be as one.” – Crazy Horse

Native Americans in Philanthropy
Native Americans in Philanthropy
educates and empowers Indigenous
Peoples and philanthropies to create
healthy and sustainable communities for
all. Having previously supported flagship program areas, NAP is taking a

bolder stance towards supporting advocacy and movement building as well,
which is necessary to making positive
and long-term impact in our communities. For more information, see
www.nativephilanthropy.org.

We have power ... Our power isn’t in a political system, or a religious system, or
in an economic system, or in a military system; these are authoritarian
systems ... they have power ... but it’s not reality. The power of our intelligence,
individually or collectively IS the power; this is the power that any industrial ruling
class truly fears: clear coherent human beings.
– John Trudell

eration to the next. Every one of the fifty
sachems are chosen by their female clan
mothers, approved by their individual
clans, sanctioned by the national councils, and finally acknowledged by the
Grand Council of the Confederacy.

It is with great gratitude that Indian
Voices has had the opportunity to share
words from Dr. Joe Stalhman. It would be of
enormous cultural benefit if this connection
thrived.
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